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throughout a cold and damp winter and an insufferably hot and humid summer (Table A. 1;
Figure A.1).
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conducted by Dr. Joe Jacquot and his students, Department of Biology at Grand Valley State
University, Michigan; and lithic mineralogy was performed by LaPorta and Associates.
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Table A. 1 Hickory Bluff Field Crew
Emily Albright
Denise Apland

Charlaine Gross
Theresa Haas

Anne Newstead
David Orr

Colin Beaven

Ian Henry

Joyce Rebar

Joelle Browning

Brian Hutchins

John Rissetto

Matt Cochran

Elizabeth Kelly

Judy Rosentel

Dawn Corbett

Alexandra Kenney

Jim Skocik

Cindy Cordeiro
Mickey Crouse

Ed Lanning
Jeremy Lazelle

Catherine Skocik
Joy Sosnowski

Andrea Denight

Brian Ludwig

Maria Sprehn

Matthew Dowling

Shane MacFarland

Paul Stansfield

Scott Emory

J.T. Marine

Karen Supak

Amy Fanz

Glenn Mellin

Jennifer Valinotti

Geoffrey Frost
David Gilmour

Shane Mellin
Wayne Mellin

Mel Vazzana
Steven Walker

Deborah Gayle

Chris Mundy

Josh Weiss

Figure A.1 Hickory Bluff Technical Team and Crew
Front Row (From Right): Andrea Denight, Dawn Corbett (Cheshaek),
Karen Supak, Joelle Browning, Melinda Vazzana
Second Row (From Left): Sulah Lee, Jeremy Lazelle, Alexandra Kenney, Joyce Rebar, Shane MacFarland, Steve
Walker, Elizabeth Kelly, Sean Fitzell, Geoff Frost, Glenn Mellin, Judy Rosentel
Back Row (From Left): Diane Halsall (Woodley), Mickey Crouse, David Orr, John Rutherford, J.T. Marine,
Deborah Gayle (aka Turtle Woman), Chris Egghart, Shane Mellin, Philip La Porta, Dan Hayes
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eventually were worn by 500 people. Linda Moreland of the Remline Corporation designed the
Hickory Bluff brochure, which was distributed to 7,500 interested members of the public and is
now on the DelDOT web site (www.state.de.us/deldot/archaeology/hickory.htm). For helping to
construct the electronic version of this report and for making the data set and maps interactive in
ArcView, we would like to thank Mike Beardslee, Mustafa Cayci, and Brian Crane.
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Dano, Kay Fink, Jackie Henley, Barbara Hoover, Donna Horgan, Phenix Hall, Janeen Kincaid,
Jess Ladaga, Peggy Lawrence, Robert Mason, Frank Wojtasek, and Cathi Wynter. Prior to and
during our fieldwork, Wayne Sirna, Health and Safety Officer, ensured that we had a safe
working environment for the field crew and for hundreds of people who toured the site.
Our Northern Region Manager, Stephen TerMaath and Fairfax Operations Manager,
Edward Bishop, provided sustained managerial support for the execution of large tasks under the
DelDOT contract. Deep appreciation is extended to Cindy Auman, Cultural Resources
Department Manager, for her support in committing people resources to complete the project.
For lending their expertise on Mid-Atlantic ceramics during a visit to our laboratory, we
thank Cara Blume of the Delaware Division of Parks and Recreation and Bob Wall of Louis
Berger and Associates. Several repositories were visited during the course of our research and,
for their assistance in locating stone and ceramic assemblages, we thank James Krakker of the
Smithsonian Institution and Chuck Fithian of the Delaware State Museum.
Johna Huitara of Northland Research, of Phoenix, Arizona, Alexandra Roberts of the
National Park Service in Santa Fe, Robert Johnson and Nina Swidler of the Navajo Reservation,
and Mike Yeatts of the Hopi Reservation, shared their experiences in partnering with Native
Americans. Their views helped us to better understand the scientific, regulatory, and human
relations issues behind presentations at the Albuquerque conference, “Experiences among Tribal,
Local, State, and Federal Governments”. While some alternative opinions about the archaeology
of Delmarva are offered in this volume, a number of other people who have worked in Delaware
for many years set the foundation upon which many interpretations in this volume rest,
especially Cara Blume, Jay Custer, Dan Griffith, and Ron Thomas.
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